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lectronic Voting Machines are being regularly used
by Election Commission of India in all the General Elections to State Legislative Assemblies & Byeelections to Assembly/Parliamentary Constituencies
since 2000 and in Parliament Elections since 2004.
Successful use of EVMs has given a quantum leap to
India’s credibility in conducting elections worldwide
and conduct of elections by ECI are rated as a Global
Gold Standard.
This brochure intends to familiarize political
parties, candidates and other stakeholders with the
design and functioning of EVMs and also with the
administrative security measures put in place by
the Commission to ensure conduct of free and fair
elections. This brochure also outlines the rights and
duties of candidates and their representatives with respect to use of EVMs.

Design of EVM
EVMs consist of a Control Unit (CU) and Ballot Unit
(BU) and the connecting cable. The CU is kept with the
Presiding Officer (PO) while BU is placed in the voting
compartment. CU and
Ballot Unit BU are connected by a
Control Unit
cable. The ballot paper
with the name, photograph and symbol of the
candidates which is to
be used in the election is
fixed on the BU.
www.eci.nic.in
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Process of voting using EVM
After identification of voter and application of
indelible ink, the Presiding Officer (PO) enables the
ballot by pressing Ballot key on the CU and sends the
voter to the voting compartment.

1

ENTER VOTING BOOTH: When the PO tells
you to — Enter Voting booth — Check to see
that the green Ready Light is on
choose candidate & cast
your vote: Press Blue Button
next to the Candidate of Choice

2
2

NOTE
If you do not see red
light glow and hear the
loud beep please contact
the Presiding officer.

3
see the light:
Confirm that your Vote is
registered by seeing Red light
glow & hearing Beep
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The Process of voting
using EVM and vvpat

1

Enter the Booth: The Presiding Officer will enable the
ballot Unit while you enter the polling compartment.

2
Cast your vote: Press the
Blue Button on the Ballot Unit
against the name/ symbol of
candidate of your choice.

3

see the light: The red
light against the name/
symbol of candidate
chosen will glow

3

NOTE
If you do not see the
ballot slip and hear the
loud beep please contact
the Presiding officer.

4
SEE THE PRINT: The Printer will
print a ballot slip containing Serial
Number, Name and Symbol of the
chosen Candidate as shown.
This ballot slip will be visible for
seven seconds after which will be
cut and dropped in the printer’s
drop box and you will hear a beep.

See the print through
the glass, as the printout
will not be given to you
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Technical security features in EVM
EVM is a highly secured machine for the following
reasons:
a. The micro controller chip used in the EVM is
programmable only once.
b. Software code in the chip is neither readable
nor rewrite-able.
c. Software is developed independently and in
house by BEL and ECIL.
d. EVMs are stand alone machines, which are
not accessible remotely from any network.
e. No operating system or internet is used in these
machines thereby eliminating virus threats.

Administrative measures to ensure
security and transparency and role
of candidates and their agents.

4

Transparent administrative security measures for EVMs
are instituted by the Commission. The Role of Political
Parties, Candidates and their agents in implementation
of these measures is described below:
Complete physical security
EVMs are stored in warehouse under 24x7
security. These warehouses have only one door and
allow no access from any window or ventilators.
The door has double lock system. The warehouse
in charge is responsible for keeping a key whereas
the District Election Officer is responsible for the other
key. 24 hours written advance notice is extended to
A
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political parties before opening the warehouse.

5

First Level Check (FLC)
B
		
1. Complete functionality check and clearing of all
machines by manufacturer’s engineers is done during FLC.
2. Engineers certify the originality of machine components .
3. CU of EVMs are sealed with Pink Paper Seals which
are manufactured by Security Press, Nasik and have
a unique identification number on them.
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4. Political Party Representatives(PPRs) witness in person and acknowledge the conduct and results of mock
polls conducted on 5% of the machines(randomly selected by PPRs.)
5. Political party representatives acknowledge seeing
the result and sequential prints of all votes polled by
signing the record register. Also, non discrepancy of
mock polls and the printed results available thereafter are acknowledged by PPRs. The entire process is
Video recorded.

randomisation

6

Randomization of EVMs
EVMs are randomized twice.
1. First randomization is done after FLC to allocate
EVMs available to assembly constituencies in the
district.
C
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2. Second randomization is done just before candidate
setting to allocate EVMs to specific polling stations
in an assembly constituency.

7

Candidate Set
D
		
1. After the finalization of the ballot paper,
Candidate-Set operation (as per the number of
candidates in the constituency) is performed on the
EVMs in the presence of candidates and their representatives.
2. During the process the ballot paper is affixed on the
BU and the CU is set for a total number of candidates
plus one additional panel for NOTA.
3. At this stage, a 1000 vote mock poll, on 5% of EVMs,
picked up randomly by candidates and their representatives is conducted.

BALLOT PAPER SCREEN
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mock poll

4. Pink paper Seal with unique numbers and PPRs
signatures is put on BU.
5. PPRs see the mock poll results and sequential prints
of all votes cast and sign the record register for the
same.
6. The whole process is video recorded.

8

Mock poll on the poll day
A 50 vote mock poll on EVMs is conducted
at polling stations on the polling day. Process of
sealing CU with Paper seals and clearing of poll data
follows. PPRs or candidates sign the seals again.
Actual poll starts only after the process is complete
and mock poll certificate is issued by the Presiding
Officer. In case EVM is replaced for some reason during
the poll, mock poll is done with new EVM as well.
E
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Closing of the Poll
After the last vote is cast, poll is closed in the
EVM by pressing the ‘CLOSE’ button on the CU. No
vote can be cast in the EVM after poll is closed in this
manner. EVMs are then put in their respective carrying
cases and the cases are sealed using thread seals. The
candidates/polling agents present are permitted to put
their signatures on such seals.
F

Transportation and storage of polled EVMs
Polled EVMs are transported from the polling
stations to the Receipt Centre under police guard. Candidates and their agents are allowed to follow. Polled
EVMs are kept in the strong room and the room is
sealed. Candidates and political parties can put their
own seals on the lock. The strong room is guarded 24x7
G
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storage of evms
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by armed police and kept under 24x7 CCTV coverage.
LED display of CCTV is provided at an earmarked place.
In the campus where polled EVMs are stored, political
parties, candidates and their agents can keep a round
the clock watch on the strong room. DEOs oversee
facilities provided to PPRs for manning the strong
room. Strong Room once sealed is opened only on
the day of counting, in the presence of candidates and
their representatives.
H
		
		

Various seals to be put on the EVMs
1. At the time of FLC- Pink paper seal on CU.
2. At the time of Candidate Seti. Thread seal for the ‘Candidate Set’ and
power pack (Battery) section of CU after
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SEALING EVMs

setting of number of contesting candidates
and installation of battery.
ii. Thread seal for Ballot paper screen of BU
after fixing ballot paper.
iii. Thereafter, two thread seals with address
tags of BU.
iv. Pink paper seal on BU.
3. After mock poll in polling stationi. Green paper seal signed by polling agents
and Presiding Officer for result section of
Control Unit.
www.eci.nic.in
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ii. Thread seal with Special Tag for inner door
of Result Section.
iii. Outer Paper Strip Seal covering Result Section and Lower portion of Control Unit.
iv. Thread seal with Address tag for bottom
compartment.
Counting of Votes
On the counting day, EVMs are brought to the
counting table from the strong room under watch of
police and in presence of PPRs, and result is seen on the
display of the CU by pressing ‘RESULT’ button on Control Unit after Seal verification by the Candidates. EVM
wise result is recorded by counting Supervisor in Form
17 C and sent to RO for compilation of round wise result.
I
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Miscellaneous transparency measures
i. All procedures on EVMs including, randomization, candidate set, mock poll, sealing,
transportation, storage and counting are
done in the presence of political parties,
candidates and
their representatives.
ii. List of EVMs allocated to assembly constituency
after first randomization and
list of EVMs allocated to polling
stations
after
second randomization are given
to candidates.

observers
inspecting evms
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iii. Signatures of candidates or their representatives are obtained on pink paper seal of
the CU and BU.
iv. The unique number of pink paper seals of
BU and CU is given to the candidates and
their representative for comparison at the
time of counting.
v. Signatures of polling agents are obtained
on green paper seal and outer paper strip
seals used in CUs. Their numbers are also
given to polling agents and can be compared at the time of counting.
vi. Political parties’ representatives, candidates and their representatives are allowed
to cast votes during mock poll. The mock
poll result including sequential print out is
shown to them.

14

Action in the case of malfunctioning of EVMs
In case of malfunctioning, at the time of poll,
the EVM is replaced from reserve EVMs. Both BU and
CU are replaced and mock poll is conducted on the
new EVM before starting the poll on it. The ID number of the new EVM is also communicated to the
candidates and their representatives. Votes polled in
the EVMs used before replacement can be counted.
Result is therefore obtained from both EVMs on counting day. In case of malfunctioning, during counting if
result is not visible on the display of the CU, the result
can be printed.
K
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